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ﻧﻤﻮﻧﻪ ﺳﺆاﻻت اﻣﺘﺤﺎﻧﯽ ﻧﯿﻤﺴﺎل اول
[ ]ﺗﻤﺎﻣﯽ رﺷﺘﻪ ﻫﺎ١ زﺑﺎن اﻧﮕﻠﯿﺴﯽ
۲  و١ درس ﻫﺎی
 ﻣـﺮﺗﺒﻂspeaking  منﺮه ﺑـﻪ۴  وlistening  منﺮه ﺑﻪ۴  منﺮه ﻣﯽﺑﺎﺷﺪ و۱۲ * ﻃﺒﻖ ﺑﺨﺸﻨﺎﻣﮥ آﻣﻮزش و ﭘﺮورش اﻣﺘﺤﺎن ﮐﺘﺒﯽ درس زﺑﺎن اﻧﮕﻠﯿﺴﯽ از
* . ﻣﯽﺷﻮد۲  منﺮه ﺗﺸﮑﯿﻞ ﺷﺪه و در اﻧﺘﻬﺎ ﺗﻘﺴﯿﻢ ﺑﺮ۲۴ اﺳﺖ و ﻃﺒﻖ ﺗﻮﺻﯿﮥ ﻫﻤﯿﻦ ﺑﺨﺸﻨﺎﻣﻪ اﻣﺘﺤﺎن ﮐﺘﺒﯽ از
 VOCABULARY (4 points)
I. Fill in the blanks with words from the box below. One word is extra. (1)
visitors- donate- powerful- facts- voluntary
1- They are going to ............... thousands of dollars to help save wildlife.
2- The zookeeper wanted the ............... to stay away from dangerous animals.
3- I’m not interested in your personal ideas. I just want to know the ............... .
4- You need a ............... microscope to see something as small as bacteria.
II. Choose the odd word out. (1)
5- a. tiger
b. bear
6- a. plain
b. earth
7- a. similar
b. the same
8- a. Mercury
b. Venus

c. horse
c. lake
c. alike
c. Moon

d. zebra
d. forest
d. different
d. Jupiter

III. Match the words in columns A and B. There is one extra item in column B. (1)
A

B

9- travel



 a. the fire

10- visit



 b. abroad

11- rocky



 c. planet

12- put out



 d. disease
 e. our relatives

IV. Choose the best answer. (1)
13- The zookeeper says that these endangered animals will hopefully ............... in number in near
future.
a. increase
b. decrease
c. keep safe
d. take care
14. Her father sent a taxi to ............... her from the hotel.
a. carry
b. drive
c. collect
d. donate
15. One easy way to ............... wildlife is learning about endangered animals and their homes.
a. destroy
b. protect
c. increase
d. enjoy
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16. Japanese people are famous for making ............... food with fish.
a. powerful
b. cruel
c. selfish
d. delicious

 GRAMMAR & WRITING (12 points)
I. Write the comparative and superlative forms of the following adjectives. (1)
Adjective
cheap
17- fat
18- boring
19- interesting
20- ugly

Comparative
cheaper
...............
...............
...............
...............

Superlative
the cheapest
...............
...............
...............
...............

II. Read the text and choose the correct answers. (2)
 Cloze Test
My great aunt Emily is …(21)… oldest person in my family. She’s ninety-five years old and she
lives alone in …(22)… . She’s very …(23)… . She sleeps well at night. She looks much …(24)… she
really is. And she seems happier …(25)… all my other family members and friends. So what’s great
aunt Emily’s secret? Every day, She eats …(26)… food. She isn’t a vegetarian, but she hardly ever
eats meat. She eats lots of rice and vegetables and she eats …(27)… fish four times a week. Also, she
gets up at 5:30 a.m. every day. She always says, ‘The morning is …(28)… part of the day.’
21- a. than
b. the
c. an
22- a. new york
b. New york
c. New York
23- a. kindly
b. kind
c. kinder
24- a. as young as
b. younger than
c. youngest
25- a. that
b. than
c. of
26- a. health Italian
b. Italian healthy
c. healthy Italian
27- a. fresh
b. fresher
c. freshly
28- a. better
b. the better
c. the best
III. Look at the pictures and answer the questions. (2)
29- Last year, we went to Isfahan by train.
We ............................................................ next year.

30- The camel and the kangaroo are really tall,
but the giraffe ............................................................ of all.

IV. Complete the following sentences. (1)
31- Computers are more useful than phones. Phones are not as ............... computers.
32- A: “............... travel to Iran next week?”
B: “No, they won’t travel to our country until September.”
V. Choose the best answer. (1)
33- Oh, no! It’s raining and he doesn’t have an umbrella with him. He ............... .
a. is getting wet
b. get wet
c. got wet
d. is going to get wet
34- My new school is a little ............... my old one.
a. as far as
b. farthest than
c. farther than
d. the farther than
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35- I’m not going to buy the mobile phone. It’s a lot ............... than I thought.
a. less expensive
b. more expensive
c. as expensive
d. most expensive
36- Will your daughter ............... five years old next year?
a. was
b. is
c. were
d. be
VI. Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the words given. (1)
37- Yesterday, the weather was ............... than today. (bad)
38- It’s ............... to write my friend a letter than to send him an e-mail. (difficult)
39- Do you really think ............... hunt such small animals like mice? (wolf)
40- The police are outside waiting for the men who hurt those little ............... . (child)
VII. Read the following letter and identify 8 words with capitalization errors. Then write the correct
form in the answer sheet like the example. (2)
Dear david,
Thanks for your Postcard! I’m on holiday in france. We arrived in paris this morning. We’re
going to do lots of fun things!
Tonight we’re going to climb the Eiffel tower. It is 134 meters high! It’s got electric lights on it at
night and it’s very pretty.
Tomorrow we’re going to go on a boat ride on the River. Mom is excited about that. On friday
morning, we’re going to see some paintings in a Museum. Then we’re going to the biggest
swimming pool in the Town!
Bye for now.
Edward
Example: “david  David”
41- ( ............... )
42- ( ............... )
43- ( ............... )
44- ( ............... )
45- ( ............... )
46- ( ............... )
47- ( ............... )
48- ( ............... )
VIII. Unscramble the nouns in the following passage. Then put them in the appropriate group. (2)
Wild animals don’t usually live with or near …(49)… (umhsna). We can divide them based on
where they live. While some wild animals like monkeys and tigers live in the …(50)… (lujeng),
others live in the desert. Snakes, some types of mice and lizards are all desert animals. Animals like
zebras and leopards live in the grasslands. There aren’t a lot of …(51)… (stere) in grasslands. And
of course, fish, turtles, sharks and whales are sea animals. Some people like to keep wild animals in
cages because of their …(52)… (evol) for these animals.
49- ...............

50- ...............

51- ...............

52- ...............

Idea

Thing

Place

People

...............

...............

...............

...............

 READING COMPREHENSION (8 points)
I. Choose the best answer to fill in the blanks. (2)
More than half of blood is plasma. This is a clear and yellow …(53)… . It carries red and white
cells. There are millions of red blood cells in one small drop of blood. They …(54)… oxygen round
the body and collect carbon dioxide from body parts. There are thousands of white cells in a drop
of blood. So, there are …(55)… red cells in our blood than white cells. They …(56)… our body
against microbes.
53- a. liquid
b. blood
c. cell
d. ring
54- a. attack
b. carry
c. donate
d. pump
55- a. more
b. less
c. as many as
d. fewer
56- a. destroy
b. clear
c. increase
d. defend
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II. Choose the best answer to fill in the blanks. (2)
Protecting the …(57)… home of the endangered animals is important. When you keep nature
clean and safe, the animals will live …(58)… . Protecting the trees of the forests is also helpful. If
you live in a village, you need to be very careful about the hunters who come to your village to
…(59)… animals. Whenever you see these people, you need to …(60)… .
57- a. natural
b. national
c. hopeful
d. wonderful
58- a. less
b. longer
c. instead
d. alive
59- a. care for
b. take care of
c. protect
d. hurt
60- a. help them
b. call the police
c. listen to them
d. find the animals
III. Read the text below and answer the questions. (4)
Did you know that our Sun is just one star among many in the universe? The fact that the Sun is
the closest star to Earth makes it look much larger and brighter than other stars. It is at the center
of our solar system. The Sun, all the planets and their moons, and other objects that revolve, or
travel around it, make up the solar system. The solar system itself is only a small part of a huge
system of stars and other objects called the Milky Way galaxy. The solar system orbits the center of
the galaxy about once every 225 million years. The Milky Way galaxy is just one of the billions of
galaxies that in turn make up the universe.
I. Is it true or false? (1)
61- The solar system is a part of the Milky Way galaxy.
62- The Sun is closer than other stars to Earth.
II. Choose the best answer.(1)
63- Our solar system is ............... .
a. almost 225 million years old
b. just one of the galaxies in the universe
c. turning around the center of Milky Way galaxy
d. at the center of the universe
64- Our Sun is much larger than ............... .
a. the planets that are orbiting it
b. other stars in the Milky Way galaxy
c. the galaxies that make up the universe
d. the Milky Way galaxy
III. Answer the following questions. (2)
65. Put these words in order, largest first.
“the universe, the solar system, the Sun, the Milky Way galaxy”
“............... , ............... , ............... , ...............”
66. How many galaxies are there in the universe?
“............................................................ .”
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ﭘﺎﺳﺦ ﺗﺸﺮ ﯾﺤﯽ
[ ]ﺗﻤﺎﻣﯽ رﺷﺘﻪ ﻫﺎ١ زﺑﺎن اﻧﮕﻠﯿﺴﯽ
 VOCABULARY (4 points)
I. Fill in the blanks with words from the box below. One word is extra. (1)
1- donate
2- visitors
3- facts
4- powerful
II. Choose the odd word out. (1)
5- c
6- b
7- d
8- c
III. Match the words in columns A and B. There is one extra item in column B. (1)
9- b
10- e
11- c
12- a
IV. Choose the best answer. (1)
13- a
14- c
15- b
16- d

 GRAMMAR & WRITING (12 points)
I. Write the comparative and superlative forms of the following adjectives. (1)
Adjective

Comparative

Superlative

cheap

cheaper

the cheapest

fatter

the fattest

more boring

the most boring

more interesting

the most interesting

uglier

the ugliest

17- fat
18- boring
19- interesting
20- ugly

II. Read the text and choose the correct answers. (2)
21- b
22- c
23- b
24- b
25- b
26- c
27- a
28- c
III. Look at the pictures and answer the questions. (2)
29- Last year, we went to Isfahan by train.
“We are going to go to/ will go to Isfahan by bus next year.”
30- The camel and the kangaroo are really tall,
“but the giraffe is the tallest of all.”
IV. Complete the following sentences. (1)
31- Computers are more useful than phones. Phones are not as useful as computers.
32- A: “Will they travel to Iran next week?”
B: “No, they won’t travel to our country until September.”
V. Choose the best answer. (1)
33- d
34- c
35- b
36- d
VI. Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the words given. (1)
37- worse
38- more difficult
39- wolves
40- children
VII. Read the following letter and identify 8 words with capitalization errors. Then write the correct
form in the answer sheet like the example. (2)
41- postcard
42- France
43- Paris
44- Tower
45- river
46- Friday
47- museum
48- town
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VIII. Unscramble the nouns in the following passage. Then put them in the appropriate group. (2)
People
49- humans

Place
50- jungle

Thing
51- trees

Idea
52- love

 READING COMPREHENSION (8points)
I. Choose the best answer to fill in the blanks. (2)
53- a
54- b
55- a
II. Choose the best answer to fill in the blanks. (2)
57- a
58- b
59- d
III. Read the text below and answer the questions. (4)
I. Is it true or false? (1)
61- True
62- True
II. Choose the best answer. (1)
63- c
64- a
IV. Answer the following questions. (2)
65- the universe, the Milky Way galaxy, the solar system, the Sun
66- There are billions of galaxies in the universe.
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